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Be Sure

Election Time

To Vote!

Again!
VOLUME 41, NUMBER 2

HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS 72143

Students Choose

·school Business Booming:
.Total Enrollment Is 1,734

Four Cheerleaders
Shouts of "Yeah, Bisons! Go
- Fight - Win!" were echoed
about campus as 19 coeds placed
bids for the 1966-67 football and
basketball cheerleader titles.
Brenda Needham, Judy Coff.
man, Rita Townsend and Thada
Dean were elected by the students present at the bi-annual
tryouts held Thursday, Sept. 15.
Emceeing the event was Virgil
Lawyer, dean of students. Proving his abilities as master of
ceremonies, he introduced each
of the contestants, who in turn
presented her cheer to the
crowd.
Backstage the girls provided
helpful hints to fellow hopefuls
and added encouraging "Good
lucks" to their friends as the
big moment arrived for each.
"Two Bits" led by small
groups of four and five provided
the audience with a second look
at contestants. As a grand finale
t h e would - be cheerleaders
paraded alphabetically before
the group, displaying original
name-posters and p r o b a b 1 y
shakey knees.
After waiting for what seemed
an endless period of time to the
contestants, the four girls named
above were announced as Bison
cheerleaders and were delegated
to help returning leaders Beth
Starling, Dianne Holder and
Cheryl Penix.
Former experiences as cocaptain of her high school cheerleaders in Little Rock, proved
an asset for Brenda, who gained
an impressive number of votes.
The petite freshman is a mathematics major.
Judy, a junior from Jackson,
Tenn., and a transfer student
from Freed-Hardeman College
where she was cheerleader, is
majoring in journalism .
"Victory is our cry" won the
audience's nod for Thada . Hailing from Muskogee, Okla., the
physical education major was
voted junior high cheerleader.
She is a junior and member of
Omega Phi social club.
Rita transferred to Harding
from York College where she's
had experience as a cheerleader
also. This brown-haired junior
plans to teach in elementary
school.
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By Ann Camp
The two cafeterias are operat- Center and various places offBusiness is booming at Har- ing on a rush-hour basis as campus as well as in the dorms.
\ ding College these days! The Pattie Cobb lines stretch endThe girls are not so bad off!seams are being stretched as lessly and American Heritage but three in a room has prompt' registration figures showed that lines entwine at the other end ed the posting of " Absolutely
1,734 foot-sore students went of the room, especially after first No Vacancy" signs on many
through the mill of registration. chapel when many students doors. And occasionally there
Comments were flying thick must eat before a 12:25 class. is a room wlth only two girls and fast, as each student wanted
Rush Is Norm
heralded as an oasis in a jungle
only to get all cards in the right
While last year the big rush of bunk beds, clothes racks and
place and get out of the line on all parts of the campus was shoe boxes.
1
I which at times stretched from noted only when visitors were
* * *
E nrollment for the 1966 fall
the back door of the library to on campus, this year it's bethe Administration Building. come the norm. The two chapels semester stands now 1,734 - an
I ·'Do I have to fill in my high are nearly full: balconies had to increase of 262 over last year's
I school activities?" and "Will I be opened as registration polls 1,472 students.
The increase is largely due to
really get drafted if this form climbed .higher.
isn't filled out by the time I
The Publicity Office used 26 the growth of the freshman class
POTENTIAL CHEE RLEADERS BACKSTAGE prepare for
reach the end of the line?" were rolls of fim - with 36 pictures which at 640 is approximately
their tum in tryouts last Thursday. Winners in the contest
often-repeated questions.
per roll - to take freshman and 40 per cent of the student body.
were Brenda Needham, Judy Coffman, Rita Townsend and
The sophomore and junior
First Week Past
transfer identification pictures.
Another area in which growth classes are second in quantity
However, with the first week
Thada Dean.
of classes past, things are be- is evident is that of faculty. with 422 in each class. The
ginning to settle down. Some Many of the teachers added to seniors number 250.
While the student body inproblems arose which had to be the staff this year were added
and are still being solved came for expansion and not as re- cr eased absolutely, the ratio of
m en to women remained almost
to view.
placements.
The large enrollment has cast
Dorms Full
constant at 54 per cent men and
a light on problems not faced
The most obvious places, 46 per cent women - an inNew officers have been elected and 37 new members 0efore in such quantity. Class- though, are the dormitor ies. crease of one per cent in favor
rooms had to be frantically Boys are enjoying the luxuries of the men.
have been chosen for the A Cappella Chorus as announced switched as estimates proved too of the new dorm, but there are
More information concerning
by Dr . Kenneth Davis, Jr., d irector.
small. Some classes are even still too many boys to be hand- enrollment figures will be availHolding the office of president - -- - -- - -- - - - - scheduled to meet in the semi- led by facilities which are avail- able with the publication of the
is senior music educat ion maj or .Bowman and Cynthia Hawkins nar rooms of the American able. Boys are found living in a nalysis of figures during the
John Tucker from Grove City as altos ; Bruce Stidham as Heritage Center.
the Benson House, the Heritage fourth week.
Ohio. Vice president is David tenor; and Bill Keesling and
Senn, also a senior music edu- Paul Clements as basses.
cation major. He is from LanThe group plans several programs for the year, including
caster, S. C.
Secretary of the organization some short trips. Individual acts
is Jean Lewis, a junior English as well as group numbers will
major from Shreveport, La., comprise the show.
while treasurer is Jere Woodward, a senior from Jefferson
City, Mo., majoring in pre-med.
After tryouts during the first
week of registration and classes
new members were announced.
First sopranos are Jan ChesThe SA Movie Program preshir, Molly Mason and Rachel
mier
e is set for Saturday evenRivers; second sopranos are
ing,
Sept.
24.
J an Chapman, Karen Darwin,
Kyle Smock, movie program
M. Dianne Davis, Malissa May ,
and Marcia M. Tuggle; first chairman , says the SA " endeaaltos are Sherry Balthrop, Nancy vors to show feature motion picDonette Davis, Audrey Reagan, tures on Saturdays when no
Hiroko Sando and Sheri Tipps. other campus activities are scheduled." He added, "This conSecond altos are Patricia Bow- tinuation of wholesome enterman, Hanaba Munn and Nancy tainment is designed to appeal
Royse ; first tenors are Donald to as many people as possible
Lee Greer, Chuck P arker and and yet retain good standards."
Bruce Stidham ; second tenors
Many policies of past movie
are Rodney Bell, Joel Davis, programs remain intact:
Sarl A. Martin and Sherman
Admission will be a quarter.
Shewmaker.
A THEATER READING entertains interested drama students at Campus Players' Reception.
Everyone is encouraged to buy
F irst bases are Hoyt Beasley, his ticket early to eliminate the
Hank McDaniel, Erlene Laney, Andy Saunders and Jack Ryan read " Archie and Mehitabel."
Clifford Byrd, Paul Clements,
"Clubs in a Growing America" J ohn Heard, Charles L. Miller, problem of a long line. Late
is the theme of the annual Jerry Moore and Jam es M. comers will be seated in the
Student Association - sponsored Stroud; and second basses are balcony.
Ticket windows open at 6: the
social club officers' workshop to Lawrence A. Barr, Richard
be held Sept. 24 at 9 a. m. in the J am es, David A. Jones, William movie is at 7. Ushers will be
area, shop, prop room and the interest already shown by
stationed to sell tickets after the
By Linda Schmidt
American Studies auditorium.
D. Keesling, James A. Kent, box office is closed.
Drama for '66-'67 commenced paint room. Accents of olive the incoming freshmen and
Representatives of all social Timothy Dean Pritchett and' A new policy requires college
many months prior to the fall bronze, bittersweet and bonfire transfer students and the upper
clubs will be present to discuss Richard Edward Wolfe.
identification to purchase tick- semester. Beginning last spring have ben added to brighten the classmen, it should prove a
their problems. Bra instor ming
area. On the stage proper, new most successful year.
ets. The movie program is open
* • •
sessions will be held on such
The Belles and Beaux per- to the faculty and staff and their and continuing through the sum- sound equipment and easier acmer
months,
the
department
has
The Annual Campus Players
topics as pledge week, home- forming group - one selected families, students and their
been working to improve their cess to the " attic" have made Reception for interested students
coming, improvement of student- from the A Cappella Chorus
work more efficient and more
teacher relations, school spirit - held . tryouts and selected families and out-of-town guests facilities in the basement of the successful. The stage house in was held on the main stage
administration building, as wen
Tuesday, Sept. 15. The stage
and intramurals. Other topics nine new m e m b e r s Sept. of the college.
as on the main stage and in the the small auditorium has been was more than filled to capaunder discussion will be the new 12 and 13. , The m u s i c a I
painted black to assist with city ; President McDaniel pointsmall auditorium.
rules and regulations for pledge. USO entertainers now number
NOTICE!
easier staging and masking.
ed out this was good reason to
have
Included
in
their
efforts
week and club projects.
19.
Harding Radio Station KHCA
Before most of the students have faith in the success of the
Joan Ritchie and Jan Chesshir (1190) will broadcast the Bison- been repainting, flooring, ceiling
Linda Byrd, SA vice presiarrived on campus, several
dent, will preside over the work- were selected as sopranos; Sheri Southern State game Saturday tile, re-modeling and repairing "drama people" met for numer- year.
in
the
Green
Room,
costuming
" Serenade with Asides" from
Tipps, Beverly Holeman, Pat night beginning at 7:15 p.m.
shop.
ous "pre - planning sessions" Where's Charley? rendered by
where ground plans were laid for Hank McDaniel as Spettigue and
a booth, further improvements, assisted by Bob Bowden and
and the reception.
Gilda Jordan was the first numThursday of registration a ber on the program. This was
drama booth was set up for the followed by the " back alley
purposes of telling new students opera" Archie and Mehitabel
about Harding drama and ob- given as a readers' theatre setaining the names of those .in- lection by Jack Ryan as the
terested in participating. In narrator, Andy Saunders as
spite of the sun which the "sit- Archie the cockroach, Erlene
ters" soon noticed, they felt it Laney as Mehitabel the cat,
was a successful day because of and Hank McDaniel as the
the interest shown.
chorus and the theatre cat.
The first Campus Players
Mr. Odis Clayton then anmeeting of the year was held nounced that the first production
on Tuesday, Sept. 13, for the of the year will be The Would·
purpose of electing officers. Re- Be Gentlemen by Moliere for
sults were: president, Hank McDaniel ; vice-president, Morris which try-outs will be held in
the near future. Mr. Clayton and
Ellis; secretary, Judy Pente- Mr. Van Alessandro then narraf·
, cost; treasurer, Dale Turner; and ed slides of the past year's pra;historian, Janie Rittenour.
ductions: A Midsummer Night's
Newly elected president Hank Dream, The Glass Menagerie,
PROPOSED WOMEN' S DORMITORY is scheduled for construction beginning October I. The air-conditioned structure will be
McDaniel commented that with and Where's Charley?
three stories high and will be located behind Cathcart Hall facing South Turner St. Completion is set for Fall 1967.

37 Chorus Members Added;
Belles and Beaux Pick Nine

SA Movies Begin
Saturday Night

Officers To Meet
To Air Problems

New Drama Year Off to Rolling Start

I
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School Shows
Improvement
In Curriculum

From the Editor's Desk:

Assets, Hindrances Both Involved
In Evaluating Record Enrollment
Perhaps it is debatable whether or not a record
enrollment is as good as it seems to be, or that numbers indicate anything particularly desirable.
Certainly it is an asset to the school and to its
students to boast of a large number of students. It
is also financially helpful - which allows for expansion of physical plant, faculty and other facets
of an educational institution. And there are other
good aspects involved.
Two Sides Involved
But there are two sides to this coin as there
are to any other. Overcrowded conditions are not
conducive to an academic and educational atmosphere: dormitory rooms which are noisy with two
and noisier with three; a library which is too noisy
for study and too small to accommodate all st~
dents· people invading every place possibly available for privacy and quiet. These conditions among
others are not encouraging to good study habits.
Circumstances Hinder

Though accepting many young people as s~u
dents will allow them a chance for an education
which they might not otherwise get and a
Christian one at that - they may still be hindered
from that goal by circumstances beyond their control.
-M.A.

Experiment

On the Farm Problem
BY DAVID YOUNG

On a rainy September afternoon, a Kansas farm boy, transplanted five hundred miles from
If the editorial policy set forth in the last issue home, relaxes on his bed: his
of the Bison was misunderstood by anyone to mean mind drifts into the past - the
never-again land of the past.
that there is to be no freedom of the press in this He
allows himself this luxury
newspaper or to mean that this is not a student and makes no effort to return to
newspaper, it was taken too specifically.
the present because he knows
What was said was intended to be more general that his memories will be rein- to say that Harding is a Christian school and that
forced by only a few more short
the principles, mainly those of a religious nature, summers at home, and then by
vacations which somehow grow
which govern her also govern the Harding Bison.
The Bison is free of direct administrative con- farther and farther apart.
He sees giant cottonwood
trol; the editorial staff uses its discretion in the
selection of what is to be printed. The rules govern- trees and broad, green fields.
ing her editorial page - which is the only place ac- He sees the rolling prairie and
cording to journalism ethics for diversion from strict feels the persistent wind in his
face. He tastes clear water from
factual reporting are those of good taste and a small shaded spring. He
Christian principles.
watches a field of ripened wheat
-M.A. which the wind has transformed
into a stormy sea of molten
gold.
EVEN WHILE HE DREAMS
his father is planting seed for
next summer's wheat harvest.
The Bison welcomes letters on any subject. One Wheat - allotments, certifimajor reason for a newspaper's existence is to allow cates, control, and surplus. He
its editorial staff members to express their opinions would continue his dreaming and
on current topics. Granting freedom of expression to walk through the land . . . he
cannot drive the realities of the
its readers is equally important.
In many major newspapers the "Letters to the present from his mind. He must
write.
Editor" columns exceed even the comics and the
The problem of surplus farm
sports pages in readership. Interested Harding stu- commodities has been a condents could make the Letter's section a vital part of stant headache to American fartheir student newspaper.
mers. The problem appeared as
Letters should be in good taste and brief - not early as the latter part of the
more than 200 words. To be considered for publica- nineteenth century, and at one
tion, a letter must be signed, but the writer's name time or another the whole agriculture industry has been afwill be withheld upon request.
fected.
cotton, com, feed
To submit a letter for the consideration of the grains Wheat,
and dairy farming are
editorial staff, one may bring it to the Bison office,
among the affected areas.
second floor of the Student Center, or may mail it
What is the cause of the probto the editor through campus mail.
lem? The most obvious cause is
that farmers are producing too
much. This results in a supply
out of balance with the demand,

Previously-Stated Policy Clarified

Policies Set for Letters to Editor

Juxtaposition
By John Black

Lashed back to back,
Meshed in white jelly
Protoplasm-human fleshAre we.
................. .... . .. ... .... .... . ... .. Margaret Ashton
Editor ..... .
.. Don Johnson
Associate Editor ... .
...... John M. Black
Assistant Editor .. .
...... James Kent
Business Manager .................................
............................. Ann Camp
Feature Editor .........
Sports Editor
....................... ........................ Tom Simmons
Cartoonist
.............................. Jerry Muir
Proofreaders
. ........... ..... Jean Lewis, Brenda Jackson
Doug McBride, Linda Huddleston,
Reporters
Maryetta Sandley, Linda Schmidt
Tom Pettigrew, Lynn McCauley, Don Pierce,
Richard Davis, Judy Coffman, Jerry Paul Smith,
Kay Gowen, Marty Bibee, Iris Perry, Gwen Horton
Faculty Sponsor
............................ Neil B. Cope
Official weekly newspaper published during the regular
academic year except holidays and four examinations weeks,
by Harding College, Searcy, Ark. All material is written
and edited by students and should be interpreted accordingly.
Subscription Price: $2 per year
Single Copies lOc
Second Class Postage Paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143

Surgeons whisper at the
Siamese Janus blinking silent
On cold white linen.
My half of the head
Wishes the conjunction of
Cartilage caulking fatally
The cranium structure
Had appeared instead
In our hearts.
Stainless surgical metal is
Made sterile.
"Mute Brother," flicks
a neuron spark to his
gray, corrugated cell mass,
"The operation imposes an
Option.
You blink at your wall,
I at mine.
The timorous slice into tissue
Shall free us to see
The wall simultaneous
Or Death
Grips, gags, gleefully
Gurgles."

and poor prices ensue. This problem would not be so serious if
fewer people were engaged in
farming, but with such a large
number of farmers among which
already-deflated profits must be
divided, the problem becomes
more. complex. What is to be
done?
IT IS EVIDENT THAT a complete reliance on the laissezfaire system in not the answer
to the farm problem. The system might eventually work, but
then "eventually" is a long time
-especially for farmers going
broke and having to sell out not because they are inefficient,
but because they have been too
productive!
Regular downward cycles in
the economy are an occupational hazard everyone must
face and should not be the ob·
ject of government interference,
but the danger of disasters
which can occur in agriculture
demands aid from somewhere,
and the federal government is
the only qualified administrator.
On the other hand, no one
wants the government of the
United States to undertake a
completely protectionistic pro-

gram. It is far from desirable
and its workability is dubious.
THE LOGICAL ANSWER to
the problem lies somewhere between the two extremes of
laissez-faire and government
programming. The government
must help when agriculture is
in real trouble, and at times
when farming becomes prosperous (such as during the Korean
War and apparently at the present time) the Government must
employ a hands-off policy. Some
long-range planning, however,
may be necessary even in good
years.
This student only concludes
that he is thankful that his
government has seen its responsibilities and is attempting to
deal with the problem, and he
hopes wil continue to do so-only
when necessary. He hopes the
United States Government wili
be farsighted and effective in
handling its role.
Mistakes have been made bad ones - and more are likely
to be made, but the government
must continue to assist in solving problems. Farmers have a
tough row to hoe; they deserve
assistance.

As Harding has shown improvement in so many other
fields - with winning football
and cross country teams, new
physical facilities and a larger
faculty - so has she made advancements in the academic
area.
On the class schedule sheet
were indications of the strengthening of several departments
through the addition of some
thirty course offerings.
For the first time this year
· Hardingites can take an M.A.T.
degree in physical education.
Two new foreign languages,
French and Spanish, are offered
for the first time. Almost every
department has added a few
new courses, and one - the
Psychology and Sociology Department - has broken from
the Education Department.
The effect of the expanded
curriculum will not be obvious at
first, but eventually the improvements should contribute to
a more professional attitude toward education.
For example, students with a
good background in a modern
foreign language are 11)uch more
likely to win assistanceships
and fellowships to help finance
graduate work. In the modern
foreign language field this year
Harding a d d e d Elementary
French, Intermediate French
and Elementary Spanish.
Many other improvements
could be cited. Freshmen will
no longer run through a gamut
of two-hour history courses to
receive a social science background. Most of these have been
augmented to three hours to
give the student a sharper focus
and more exclusive understanding.
If any school should offer intensive training in understanding and helping one's fellow
men, it should be Harding with
her emphasis on the principles
of Christianity. The expansion
of studies in psychology and
sociology, and the promotion of
this discipline to a separate department is an important step
toward this ideal.
Many students cannot and do
not appreciate or even notice
the changes as undergraduates.
Only when they begin to plan for ·
graduate school and for financial aid do they realize how
much it does matter what
courses are important to have
taken and the value of a wellfilled and balanced transcript.

Collected Cacography

Type Without a Mold, Ltd.
By Doug McBride

Throughout this round world
people talk. An' people talk
'bout everything, an' people talk
'bout people. An' people come
in different kinds and types; an'
nobody really knows what type
a person is. But he can guess
and maybe it become slander
or maybe it doesn't. Maybe he
doesn't care to begin with. Anyway he likes to talk. An' it's
more fun if a bunch of people
talk 'bout another person.
That's a thinker for ya' not for me; I'll do my own I like 'im - I hate 'im - no,
I don't hate 'im, I despise 'im
- too bad he's such a clod not like everyone else - nobody likes 'im but me - he's
ok but I don't like the clothes
he wears - doesn't speak to
everybody - not many at all
- just the ones he likes or
knows - always daydreaming
or maybe he's thinking - says
something and believes it profound.
OR MAYBE HE THINKS it
stinks but thought he'd say it
anyway - thinks there is only
one true non-conformist - the
first one - doesn't know who
it was - doesn't care - can't
define a beatnik - also tired of
hearing the word - hates chocolate milk - doesn't necessarily
hate people who drink it.
NOT IN LOVE - doesn't
think he'd know it if he was but he's gentle and kind to women who deserve gentleness
and kindness - lookin' for a

path that nobody's stepped on
before - lookin' for a road that
leads to a spot far away - not
sure where the road is - not
afraid of death - feels that it's
just as well to die not wantin'
to die - kinda' like eatin' apples, he says - if ya' stop before you're gorged, you'll appreciate apples more - thinks
maybe if the man hadn't died
wanting to live, he'd have lived
years wanting to die CAN'T DEFINE SMAR1NESS
but who can - isn't afraid to
state what he believes - doesn't
care what others think - just
so they think - respects the
right of everyone to state his
beliefs - doesn't respect everyone's beliefs - asks a lot of
questions like why or how stupid questions - won't accept
anything at face value
doesn't think face has much
value - believes the inner man
to be the real man - thinks
maybe there's nothin' nice to
say 'bout somebodies - thinks
somebodies are nobodies who
snowed other nobodies Says crazy stuff - don't make
much sense - stuff like, "King,
your cousin's a joker." - an'
"Sun-dried grapes won't grow
on old banana stalks." - maybe there's somethin' to it some hidden meaning maybe maybe there's not - maybe he
just wants to make pseudos
think there's some hidden meaning - hoping maybe they'll die
trying to find it -

HAIR'S TOO LONG - long's
too long - thinks he'll wear
his hair anyway it grows neat about it though - doesn't
want to offend unless offense is
necessary to defend his personal
liberties - wear your hair
short - wear your hair long don't matter - hair ain't the
basis for character - hair an'
pants an' shirts an' stuff don't
go to make the man - that's
what he thinks.
He's all the time thinkin' sometimes he writes - could
be a poet - writes verses not like most verses though like none I ain't never seen guess they mean somethin'
though - can't tell for sure verses like:
Heaven help the man who
can't think for himself.
Heaven help the man who
can't think.
Heaven help the man who
can't.
Heaven help the man.
Heaven help.
Heaven
Like I said, maybe it means
somethin' - maybe it don't
anyway, I can't stand 'im too much of an individual doesn't go around tellin' everybody, though - too real - too
honest - too open - but, maybe he'll come around.
For the sake of humanity,
maybe he won't.

New Award Goes To Neale T. Pryor
Neale T. Pryor, assistant professor of Bible at Harding from
1962 to 1966, was selected as the
college's outstanding young
teacher for last year.
This was the first time that
the award had been given, and
the choice was made by a
faculty review committee and
based on evaluation sheets filled in by all students of teachers
who met several standard qualifying points.
To qualify, a teacher must be
deserving, still in his first ten
years of teaching, seeking or
advancing toward a higher academic degree, seeking professional improvement, have dem-

Sept. 21, 1966

~•eligious Seminar

Students Reduced to Mere Numbers

onstrated proficiency as a teacher, have the potential promise
of becoming an outstanding
teacher and need the award.
An applicant can be selected
only once in a three-year period
for the award, which currently
is a grant of $250 for further
studies.
Pryor, a native of Mayfield,
Kentucky, was g r a du a t e d
Summa Cum Laude from Harding in 1956, following two years
of work at Freed-Hardeman
College in Henderson, Tenn. At
the present time, he is on leave
doing work toward a doctorate
in Bible at New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary.
1
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FLORAL SHOP
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• Roblee's and Florsheim for Men

L e a d e r s h i p challenges in
1arious areas of the work of
the church is the general theme
:Jf the Bible Department's series
of religiously-oriented seminars
scheduled for the coming school
year.
Beginning Oct. 10, George
Tipps, minister of the Eastridge
Church of Christ in Fort Worth,
Tex., and a Harding graduate,
will discuss "Leadership Challenges Before Preachers Today." The series concludes on
the twelfth.
Immediately following the
Christmas holidays, on Jan. 3-4,
Robert Bell, an elder of the
Preston Road congregation in
Dallas, Tex., will speak on
''Leadership Challenges Before
Elders Today."
The Feb. 27-March 1 semina1
will feature the evangelist of
the Wynnewood Hills congregation in Dallas, Wyatt Sawyer
The subject will be "Leadership
Challenges Before Christians in
our Generation."
E. W. McMillan, former president of Ibaraki Christian College
will conclude the series with
"Leadership in World Missions."
The date for the seminar is
April 3-5.
This series of seminars will
be of interest to everyone concerned with the leadership challenges that face the church of
today.
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home on a turquoise carpet and
get the first class treatment the·
deserve. For they are quiet
doing work which previous!
took several people several daj
to accomplish.
Prime time for the equipmer
goes to the Registrar's Offic£
with improved service in issuin:
grade reports getting priorit:
Beckett estimates that student
will receive their grade repor
perhaps one day after teacher.
submit the marks to his office.
Busy periods for the equip·
ment will be immediately after
registration and at grade times,
when a staff of two persons will
operate the center. As procedure becomes routine, Beckett
said, other facets of the college
operation will gradually be
phased in, demanding a fulltime staff.
Other Offices Use
The admissions office and testing office are already making
limited use of the facilities, and
in time the business office operations will be handled through
IBM.
The installation consists of a
key punch, sorter, collator, interpreter, reproducing punch
and a 407 Accounting Machine.
An array of filing drawers holds
the several thousand cards
which combine to tell the story
of a student.
The key punch is a sort of
glorified typewriter which perforates cards with a code corresponding to the lettered keys
of the machine. A quick trip
through the interpreter translates the tiny rectangular holes
into printed information along
the top of the card, including
the student's name and precious
number.

Welcome Back Students

iI

KROH'S Ladies Apparel

Typewriter

CH 5-2254 ~

~
~

They've got your number.
Buried somewhere deep inside a massive brick structure is
a card with a distinctive number on it - and that number is
inescapably you.
Sound like something out of
a secret agent movie? Not really
- it's just the harmless consequences of the college's new
data processing system in use
for the first time this fall.
Being T"educed to a number
who mustn't fold, bend, spindle
or mutilate his IBM card
naturally comes as a psychological shock to most students.
Whatever has happened to the
congenial given-name relation;hip? Whence came this imper:onal, automated numerical des; nation?
The answers are easy.
~specially in view of the booming enrollment, it's simply much
more efficient to process regi;tration and grade reports - as
well as many other items to be
by electronic
added later machines. The machines use a
punched code involving num')ers; hence the seeming loss of
identity for the common student.
Healthy Investment
The data processing equipment residing in the plush office
in the basement of the Administration Building represents a
healthy investment of about
$200,000. The college, however,
is renting the six machines at
about $600 per month, which
Registrar Virgil Beckett insists
is more economical in the long
run. Newer models may be obtained without having old ones
on hand.
Imposing and gray, the half
lozen machines make their

I
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By Dennis Organ*
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~ 114 N. Spring
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See Our New Fall Sports Wear
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The main card handled by the
' egistrar's Office is the Permit
1 Register card, a master colction of information on each
udent. After it is typed on the
~y punch this sort of "carbon"
1 used
by the reproducing
·mch machine to perforate the
~udent's stack of class cards
·ith identical data.
Cards for each class can be
1sembled by sending a file
'1rough the sorter, which can
1rocess 450 per minute. This
-mg machine has a row of com·, artments into which the appro·1 riate cards fall when the lan"uage of perforations sends the
1roper message.
Merging two files of cards into numerical or alphabetical
')rder is accomplished by the
r:ollator.
The 407 unit swallows a student's file of class cards and
orints out at the rate of 75 lines
oerminute. The report includes
the course and grade . and even
the grade average. A bit of sad
news to academic quibblers is
this: no plusses or minuses will
appear on the report.
According to Beckett, learning to operate the machinery is
not too difficult, although he
and two secretaries spent up to
two weeks at a Little Rock training school learning to run the
equipment. Learning to wire
complicated panel which govern
each of the six units, complete
with a confusing tangle of
colored cords, was a part of
the training.
The contented, efficient whirr
of electronic brains at work on
menial tasks can only make
Virgil Beckett smile in remembering long tiring hours of
figuring grades and the like.
And students, weary from filling out an army of information
cards at registration time, can
find relief in the knowledge that
the battery of class cards and
thick carbons is a thing of the
past.
That alone should be worth
the price of deflation to a mere
*Organ, editor of the Bison for
the past two years, worked in
the Harding Publicity Office during the summer.

CH 5-4415

NOTICE: Club Reporters
Club news will be accepted
no later than Saturday noon
of each week before an issue
of the paper. Reporters or
those in charge of this duty
should write out information
in as brief a form as possible and bring it to the
Bison office, second floor of
the Student Center.

Shop
GARRISON JEWELERS

Seniors Must Register
Senior registration is necessary for graduation, announces
the Placement Office. If you still
haven't registered you may do
so on Thursday, Sept. 22, at
6:30 p.m. in room 114 of the
American Studies Building, for a
fee of $1.
If for some reason you still
have not registered, Friday,
Sept. 23 is the last day. You may
register during any class period
throughout the day. The fee
then, however, will be $2.
All registering students are
asked to bring the complete address of two or three persons
other than instructors whom
they wish to use as references.

ATTENTION!
SEE the Newest Thing in
Accutron Watches
• Keepsake Diamonds
•

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

• Watch Repairs

Engravings of All Kinds

319 N. Spruce St.
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West Side of Square
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CollegeMaster

~

Guaranteed by a top company.
No war clause!
Exclusive benefits at special
rates.
Full aviation coverage.
Premium deposits deferred
until you are out of school.
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Little Rock, Arkansas

Frozen Delite
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COLLEGEMASTER REPRESENTATIVE

Bill's

EAST END BARBER SHOP
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DICK MARTIN
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Expert Barbers with Modern
Vacuum Clippers Are Looking Forward
To Serving You
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RAYMOND HILL
1515 E. Race

CH 5-9669

Fast
Friendly
Service

i
~

• Delicious Cheeseburgers
and Big Burgers!
• Thick Shakes and Malts

Plenty of
Parking Space
CH 5-9625
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Serving this year as Chi Sig's
queen is English major Sherry
Balthrop from Fort Worth, Tex.
Sherry, a member of A Cappella
with a surprise birthday party.
Pioneer
and Belles and Beaux, was also
WHC
John Vincent will lead the
elected to Who's Who and Alpha
WHC women's social club anPioneer social club as president nounces its officers for the reChi.
Linda Benson, a senior from this semester. He will be assist- cently-begun semester. Mary
How would it feel to have an race for athletic trophies. Ronnie caster, S. C. A music education
major, David is active in band, Manila, is Beta Phi Kappa's ed by Tom Porter as vice presi- Alice Smith will serves as presientire social club at your feet, is a sophomore math major.
A Cappella and Lambda Sigma new queen. She is a psychology- dent, John Tooke as secretary, dent, Leona Binkley as vice
grasping at the chance to serve
Theta Psi Beau
KKK has selected Jim Green sociology major, a member of John Barron as treasurer and president, Sharon Smith as secyou? This is a privilege granted
Junior Garry Parrish conto club queens and beaux. In tinues his duties with Theta Psi to serve them. Jim is a busi- Oege and participates in chorale. Bill Dudley as reporter.
retary, Jeanne Cain as treasreturn, they act as good cooks, this year. A business admini- ness major from Valdosta, Ga.,
Lambda Sigma cll.ose Carol
urer, Judy Norris as historian,
Zeta Phi Zeta
expert coaches and general stration major from Fayette- and is active in A Cappella, Prucha, a home economics
Sherry Hunt as reporter and
The Zeta Phi Zeta social club Harriet Betts as religious chairfriends.
ville, Garry is a member of the Belles and Beaux and Sigma Tau major from Shawnee, Okla., to
Sigma social club.
SA president David Smith track team.
work with them. Carol is presi- met Monday, September 12, in man.
Working with Kappa Delta is dent of Ko Jo Kai social club their first meeting of the year.
continues as the idol of the
Ko Jo Kai
Backing MEA will be junior
Officers are: Karen Donley,
GATA girls. David, a senior John Heard, an elementary edu- senior Gaylon Smith. He is a and Colhecon.
from Ashdown, is a chemistry cation major from North Little member of Galaxy social club,
Continuing as queen of Praters president; Janet New, vice The first meeting of Ko Jo Kai
Pi Kappa Delta and is a general is senior Joan Ritchie, a music president; Linda Miller, secre- social club was held September
major and a member of Beta Rock.
Phi Kappa.
Jim Anderson continues as beau science major from Memphis. major from Searcy. She is active tary; Cindy Watts, treasurer; 15. The club is now announcing
The newly-chosen Kappa Phi of Beta Tau Gamma. A senior
Tofebt's Choice
in A Cappella, Belles and Beaux, Joy Woolard, historian; Dinah its officers for the coming
Chisum, sports director. After semester. They are Caro 1
beau is David Young, sopho- Bible and psychology major
Bruce Howell, an elementary and S-MENC.
the devotional preparations for Prucha, president; Nancy Ham,
more men's representative to from Watertown, S.D., he is a education major from DarlingTransfer Is Queen
pledge week w~re discussed. vice president; Maque Bryson,
the SA. A political science and member of the SA Cabinet and ton, Pa., is Tofebt's choice. He
Galaxy has chosen a junior Wednesday night the club honor- secretary-reporter ; and Margy
history major, David is from Beta Phi Kappa social club.
is a member of Koinonia and is
transfer
from York, Claudia ed their beau, Freddie Woodruff, Bloomberg, treasurer.
Kingman, Kan.
Reginas have chosen senior active in intramural sports.
Ronnie Rubio, a track and Pat Barker as beau for this
Mohican Bill Moss is the beau Alley, to serve them. She is a
football letterman from Mem- year. Pat is a general science for Phi Delta. He is a senior junior physical education major
+•-m1-•-•-•-•-1111-•-n-n111-1N1-•-u-•-••-•11-1H1-1111-1111-1111-+
phis, will help Omega Phi in the major from Pratt, Kan., and a physical education major from from York, Neb.
Sophomore SA representative
Bolivar, Tenn.
member of Sub-T.
Serving as queen of the Delta Mary Beth Parks is the choice
Senior Jere Woodward continues serving Ko Jo Kai. Jere, Iota Club this year is junior of Koinonia. She is an elemena member of Sub-T, the track Sherry Hunt. An elementary tary education major from Cold· team and A Cappella Chorus, is education major from Thibo- water, Miss. and is a member
at the
a pre-med major from Jefferson daux, Sherry is a member ol of Regina social club.
City, Mo.
WHC and chorale.
Fran Shaw, secretary-treasBeth Starling, a cheerleader urer of Omega Phi, is TNT's
Ju Go Ju's Select
Jo Go Ju girls have selected and secretary-treasurer of Ju Go new favorite. Fran is a psycho' 1ike Plummer, a biology major Ju social club, is the new queen logy-sociology major from Van
•rom Massillon, Ohio, as their of Sub-T. She is an elementary Buren.
')eau. Mike is a member of the education major from Waco,
Sandy Rolen, 1966 May Queen,
-~---·+
'Aohican social club and is an The Mohicans chose Karen is serving Kappa Sigma this
'\SSet to the football and baseball Donley to serve them this year. year. An elementary education
Karen, from Elizabeth, Pa., is major from Overland, Mo.,
~ea ms.
Serving as WHC's favorite is also an elementary education Sandy is active in Phi Delta
social club, chorale, recording
Kent Smith, a member of the major.
chorus and Northern Lights.
track team and president of
Sigma Tau Queen
Pioneer's new queen is BarAPK social club. He is a physiSA vice-president Linda Byrd
~al education major from Read- is queen of Sigma Tau. A senior bara
Neely, from Vandalia,
\and.
from Little Rock, Linda partici- Ohio. Barbara is a psychologyFreddie Woodruff from Searcy pates in the American Studies sociology major, a member of
will be giving pointers to Zeta group, Regina social club, and Oege and senior SA representaPhi Zeta this year. He is a Bible was elected to Who's Who.
tive.
Mrs. Roger Maddox
major, a member of the football
and a Mohican.
Hilton-Maddox Wedding team
TNT member Larry Griffith
August 20 in Hot Springs is Delta Chi's choice this year.
Now at home in Searcy are Larry is active in A Cappella
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Maddox, Chorus, Belles and Beaux and
who exchanged vows Saturday, SNEA.
Try Our Thrilling FREE Hour of Beauty
The girls in Zeta Rho chose
Aug. 20 at the Second Baptist
Lyndal Dale to be their beau.
Church in Hot Springs.
Cream, Mira-col, Powder Base
Mrs. Maddox is the former Lyndal, a junior mathematics
Patricia Diane Hilton, daugh- major from Russellville, is a
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell B. member of TNT social club and
Hilton of Hot Springs, and Mad- the Latin America Club.
dox is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
L.C.'s Favorite
CH 5-4917
108 West Arch
Carl F. Maddox, also of Hot
Phil Dixon, a senior business
Springs.
administration major from NewFormerly a student at Little port, is the favorite of Las ComRock University, Mrs. Maddox paneras. He is president of Bison
is now employed at the Har- Boosters, president of Chi Sigma
ding Press. Maddox is a senior Alpha social club, a member of
majoring in business admini- the A Cappella and also in Belles
stration. He is a member and and Beaux.
co-captain of the varsity footOege's beau for 1966-67 is
ball squad.
David Senn, a senior from Lan-
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Social Clubs Name Officers

Clubs Pick Queens, Beaux

You Are Always Welcome

IDEAL SHOP
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For A More Beautiful You

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC
Langley's National Fabrics
Welcome Students

• Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

For The Best in Fabrics

• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Wallace
and International

Shop Langley's

• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonburg

Featuring

Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

Parrish Jewelry

Vogue and McCall Patterns
123 N. Spring

CH 5-2311

Court Square

HARDING COLLEGE

Laundry & Cleaners
• For Your Convenience on Campus

• Special Student Rates

• LOOK for Money Saving Coupons

-CLARENCE McDANIEL, Manager

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

Penla"nder classics ••.
SWeafer /n ski rt• Read the classics ..• and wear them, tool Our own Penlanders are terrific examples of our morefor-your money policy. Quality fabrics are
richly tailored as only Penney's can do! Pro. portioned wool skirt and button-up sweater
· make for a great wardrobe story!
Wool-and-kid mohair cardigan. 34" fo 42.

5.98
Slim skirt in petite, average and tall, too.

6.98

Cross-Country Seeks Fourth Title

1966 Cross-Country Schedule
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

Sept. 21, 1966

24
1
8
15
22
28
29
5

Southeast Missouri
Cape Girardeau
Harding Invitational
Searcy
Northwest La. (unconfirmed)
Southwest Missouri
.... ... .. ....... .. . . .. . .. Springfield
Union Invitational (unconfirmed)
Memphis
Oklahoma Baptist University .
.................... Shawnee
Oklahoma Christian
Oklahoma City
Western Kentucky
.... Bowling Green
11 AIC Meet
Searcy

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.
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Harding's cross-country team Tech and Southern State men
is aiming for its fourth straight as if they were standing stili
AIC championship, and Coach and won going away.
Both Fred and Dick married
Virgil Lawyer thinks his harriers
over the summer. Dick, from
will make it.
"I think we should be as Ft. Wayne, Ind., combines good
strong as last year, and we speed with hard work. He's rur
BY TOM SIMMONS
ought to win the AIC again." the 880 in 1: 56, the two-mile h
But he had a few qualifying re- 9:40.
Ken Ellingwood, another Ft. Power Tea ms In Store
marks to add.
Wayne boy, consistenly_ ran in
After a rough building task it looks like the Ha~ding
''Our most proven boy is in- the top five for Hardmg last
football
Bisons will play many a game before they will be
eligible. And we have an excel- year, and the only AIC runners
lent transfer student who isn't who beat him in any meet were embarrassed again.
In fact the way things look the Bisons could really
eligible, either."
from Harding. Ken also is an
The most proven boy is Cliff excellent student; he had a 4.0 have some power teams for three years or so to come.
Last year we had six seniors graduate and again this year
Clark, who has competed in last spring.
cross-country for four years but
Bruce Henson, a sophomore we only have six seniors on the squad.
still has a year of track com- from Searcy, was one of HarThe entire backfield will re- - - - - - - - - - - - petition left. Cliff won the AIC ding's top runners last year but turn for next year. Some losses itself but there's also a new
South Side of the Square
meet for three straight years was sick during the AIC Meet. will count heavily in the line but twist, Tinner can run as well.
and last year won Little All- Bruce, who beat Crawford Coach Prock has been able to Against Tenn. Martin Branch,
Searcy
Phone CH 5-3298
America honors by finishing 12th several times during summer recruit several good linemen.
the big quarterback, ran for 110
in the National Associaition of workouts, ran a 4:24 mile as a
The ground game in Saturday vards. Ouachita did not show
Intercollegiate Athletics national junior in high school.
night's game was quite good Southeastern of Oklahoma any
~
For the very best value in
I= meet at Omaha, Neb.
Two other lettermen who add but it was very evident that Gail threats last week. Buddy Bob
Now Cliff is the assistant to the depth are John Thomp- ".1l ote was not there. This is not Benson's squad lost too much
coach.
son and John Mooa, both sopho- to take credit away from any of from last year's team.
The transfer student is Joe mores. Thompson, from Coch- the Bison backs because all did
'--==
DIAMONDS
Terms Can Be Arranged
Arkansas A&M 13-Arkansas
Boyle, who lives three miles ranville, Pa., broke 2:00 in the 'ln outstanding job.
:±:11111111110111111111111u111111111111rn11111111111CJllllllllllllt·lllllllllllllClllllllllnlCllllllllllllCJllllllllllllCJllllllllllllCllllllllllllt•:•
Tech 6 - Both of these teams
from Cliff in Sag Harbor, N. Y., 880 for the first time last spring.
JIMMY HOWARD DID a played favored teams last week
+:•WllllllllllCllllllllllllDllllllllllllDllllllllllllCllllllllllllDllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllDllllllllllllCllllllllllllDlllllllll!>~ but went to Phoenix Junior ColMoon, whose home is Atlanta, O'reat job and had more than and both played good games.
lege in Arizona. Joe has been Ga., is a strong runner who ;~ust his average night. Harry
running with the leaders and holds his pace well. John, a Lisle literally ran over people A&M slipped past Delta State
holds the practice record for the Bible major, was on the Dean's and he looked very good. Kenny 7-0 and the Delta squad had
the Arkansas boys outweighed
weekly eight-mile run (39.44). List last year.
Glass had a hard time finding 50 pounds per man. The WonHe won't have to redshirt in
Two runners out for the first running room until late in the
track where his best marks are time are Bill Stokes and Bob game but on his two pass der Boys tied Northeast Oklaa 4:0S mile and a 9:11 two-mile. Erickson. Bill, a senior from catches he did a marvelous job. homa 6-6. The redmen from
Oklahoma had beaten Tech
Jim Crawford and Cliff were Bossier City, La., is a hard
The offensive and defensive
consistenly one-two in the AIC worker who ran on his own be- lines were able to whip the three straight years previously.
last year; the red-haired sopho- fore coming out for the team. Rolla linemen and the defensive It'll be Robert Marley's running
more from West Millington, The coaches feel that he may be secondary put the stopper on the against Phil Clem's running and
passing in a real battle.
N. J., finished second in the "one of those guys that Harding Rolla passing attack.
5
AIC Meet.
Some of the younger boys and
picks up and develops."
~c
~ Jim set a record last spring in Erickson, Ellingwood's room- transfers also showed that they
Featuring the Newest in Rugged Jeans:
=
the AIC track meet with a 4: 13.3 mate and also a fine student, is came to play. Stan Prock,
mile, but his best time of the a junior from Massillon, 0. He's Charlie Jones and Willie Coleseason,
4:08.3, was the best a smooth runner with good man impressed with their per§
~ turned ina NAIA
competition.
formances.
potential.
Coach Lawyer said, in referCarhart Huggers
Harding has the talent but it
The two top freshmen this
Women's intramural sports
ence to last year, "We had prob- year are Craig Kesterson and takes more than just talent to
are already under way here at
§
~ ably the best freshman group in Ken Law. Craig, who ran with play everybody in the AIC with- Harding with softball having
lE
3 Colors Available
2§ a three- or four- state area." Be- Jim Ryun at Wichita East, has out faltering at one time or
begun last week. The greatest
9
~ sides "Flash" Crawford, two of
a best time of 4:25 in the mile. another.
year ever is expected this year
those frosh finished in the top He ran in some big competition
THIS WEEK-END'S PICKS:
because of the enthusiasm of
five in the AIC Meet. Fred Mc- in Kansas and ranked high in
Harding 21-Southern State 10 new students - both freshmen
Clish came in third and Dick state cross-country lists.
- The Bisons proved that they and transfer - in the intramural
Open Till 8:00 p.m.
CH _
Shenfeld was fourth.
Ken, from Vero Beach, Fla., could pass as well as run the softball program and because ?-f
Fred, a sturdy runner from worked with the team all sum- ball against the Rolla squad.
5 2198 ~
~ Highway 67 East
Wolcottvile, Ind., is probably the mer and then thought about en- They also proved that a passing the larger enrollment for this
best pressure runner on the tering the service. But he de- team could not run fild against school term.
~llllllllll[JllllllllllllCJlllllllllllltlllllllllllllClllllllllllllCJllllllllllllUllllllllllllCllllllllllllClllllllllllllClllllllllllllCJllllllllllllC~ team.
The intramural program is deA good example of that cided against it and last week them. Southern State likes to
came in the mile medley in the won an orange shirt for a week pass a lot and probably will do signed to give college women
AIC track meet. Fred was far by coming in second in the so against the Bisons Stanley a release from the normal presof classes and studies as
behind on the 880 leg when he eight-mile trip.
May, Danny Hunter and Jim sures
well as for an opportunity for
started his move with 300 yards
The team has been working Leonard played well last week
to go. He went by the Arkansas out six days weekly, mostly on for the Riders but we think exercise. No requirement is involved other than the desire to
the hills north of Searcy, cover- Harding has too many bosses. participate and enjoy oneself.
ASTC 28-0uachita 6 - State Few professional women athing 5-8 miles per workout. In
addition, most of the boys have Teachers has Bobby Tiner and letes appear on Harding intrabeen running several miles daily some ends that can catch the mural fields, so girls need not
ball. That would be enough in worry about unmatchless comon their own.
petition.
For All Your
Mrs. Jerome Barnes, this year
for the first time, is in charge
of the women's intramural proSporting Needs
It Will Pay You To
gram. She is being assisted by
Mrs. Jack Ryan, who has headGet
Acquainted
With
ed the program in past years.
Visit
Both of the women will be
striving to help make t~i~. a
The
great year in sports activ1t1es
for Harding women.
Among the activities to be offered in the intramural program
this year are softball, volleyball,
basketball, tennis, horseshoes,
shuffleboard, ping pong, badYour Professional Life Insurance Consultant
minton and possibly bowling.
I
Another possibility being coni
Who Specializes in the
sidered is spasketball - a combination of basketball and speed"Preferred Estate Master" Plan
ball.
Intramural points are given
All Type·s of Athletic
For College Seniors and Graduate
to girls who participate or officiate in the activities, and the
Equipment
Students of Harding College
five women with the highest
number of points at the end of
Office: 1206 E. Race, Searcy, Arkansas
the school year receive intraGuns and Fishing
Business Phone CH 5-4766; Resident Phone CH 5-4338
mural letter jackets. Also, trophies are given to those who
Tackle
MEMBER HARDING COLLEGE BOOSTER CLUB
win the individual intramural
events.
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UNCLE DUDLEY'S STORE

New Enthusiasm
Shown In Women
lntramurals
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SEARCY
SPORT
SHOP

•
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• Sportswear to fit the
Taste of Ever Athlete

JANE'S HOUSE OF BEAUTY
406 N. Turner

"Let Jim Thompson
fit· your club with
Every man who is all man goes for the Weatherall America 's most popular all-weather jacket! This short
zip jacket is always right and ready for active sports nice and snug when the weather turns chi Ily. Crafted by
h lilsl is a fine combed poplin with yoke back: ~aglan
sleeves, slash pockets, adjustable cuffs and elastic inserts
to hug the hips. Knockout colors.

Uniform Athletic

t

Across from College Church ·

"Latest Hair Fashions, Shapings
and Color"

Shirts"

Speciall
1801 E. Race

CH 5-3756

- COTHERN'S MEN'S STORE

Phone CH 5-3711

Come in and purchase a service and
register for a $20 wave to be given away
October 30, 1966.
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
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Bisons, SSC Clash Saturday Night

21, 1966r

Bisons Romp Past Rolla in Opener
By Tom Simmons
Using a grinding ground attack and a sparkling passing attack the Harding College Bisons
romped past the University of
Missouri, Rolla Branch 31-13 in
the season opener here Saturday
night.
The Bisons were able to stop
the Miners cold in the air thus
dampering Rolla's whole offensive attack which is built on
the passing game.
The Bisons threatened the
first time they had possession
early in the first period. Moving
down to the Rolla 19 the Bisons
were not able to cash in for
six points. James Street tried a
field goal but it was partially
blocked.
Harding stopped the Miners
without a first down on the
ensuing drive. Ron Lewis, Rolla
quarterback, punted to the Rolla
46.

formance as he split the uprights
38 yards away. Harding led 177 with 8: 18 left in the third
period.
Rolla threatened seriously
early in the final quarter but
John Broderhausen killed the
drive when he picked off Lewis'
pass at the Bison ten.
Bisons March 90 Yards
Harding then marched ninety
yards for another score, a keeper by Dixon covering the last
foot. Street again converted.
A fourth down gamble by the
Rolla team failed to pay off
shortly after the Harding six- ·
pointer and Harding found themselves with the ball on the Rolla
43 yard-line.
On the second play of the
drive Dixon found Howard wide
open on a pass. Jim took the
ball on the thirty and went in
for the score. Street's point
after made the score 31-7.
Lewis then cranked up his
passing arm and carried Rolla
seventy yards for the final score
of the game. Bob Nicodemus
scored with twelve seconds left.
Verdi missed the point after.
Howard led all rushers in the
game with 134 yards on 31
carries. The Bisons dominated
the statistics with a ten-first
down margin - 22-12, 207 yards
rushing to Rolla's 96 and 151
yards passing to Rolla's 121.

Howard Picks Up Eight
Jimmy Howard skirted left
end for eight yards and the
Miners piled on putting the ball
on the 23. With third and ten,
Don Dixon hit Street with a partially deflected pass giving the
Bisons the ball on the one. Three
plays later Howard swept over
for the touchdown. Street booted the PAT and Harding was in
command 7-0.
An aroused Rolla team took
the kick-off and marched 66
yards for the tying score. Lewis
passed effectively in the driv~
and also got some yardage on
the quarterback keeper. He
capped the drive with a sneak
from a half-yard out. Art Verdi
k~cked the extra point making it
7-7.
Glass Snags Two
Passing to Kenny Glass, Harding came back to break the tie
on the next drive. Little Kenny
grabbed two important passesone for 19 yards and another for
20 yards. The second one covering 19 yards gave Harding the
ball on the nine yard line of
the Miners. Dixon swept right
end from four yards out making
it just past the red flag.
The Bisons threatened again
late in the second period but
were denied another first half
tally. The 54 yard drive ended
with Harding on the Rolla two.
The second half began and a
repeat performance looked to
be in store. Harding took the
opening kick-off, drove 70 yards,
but could not score the touchdown. Street altered the per-

The 1966 Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference football sea~
son begins for Harding Saturday night, Sept. 24, as the Bisons
meet the Muleriders of Southern State College at Magnolia.
Game time is 7: 30.
SSC relies heavily on the running, passing, and kicking of Jim
Leonard. The Mulerider tailback
scored two touchdowns against
Livingston last week. Adding to
the backfield strength is halfback Jerry Harrell. SSC is also
Last season in the meeting
a threat through the air. Quarterback Stanley May's favorite etween the two schools, the
and best target is All-AIC split 1uleys edged the Bisons 26-19.
I end Travis Giles.
The game was played in Searcy.
,
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Hardware -

Furniture -

Housewares -

~ 311 East Race

I

i

Appliances

FREE PARKING

~

HARDING'S SHIFTY HALFBACK, Kenny Glass, didn't get
around Rolla's Cecil Taylor on this play. Glass picked up 19
yards on five carries for his night's work.

I

Quick Monogram Service

I

CH 5-4611
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SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

Radio & Television Servicenter
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"

By Johnny Beck

l 20 l EAST RACE

Ten games were played in
intramural softball last week.
The Phils won two to lead the
National League while the
Orioles won two to lead the
American League.
The Phils beat the Twins 13-3.
Bell and Gibbs led the team
from the plate for the Phils. The
Cards beat the Yanks 5-4. Gillenwater had three hits to pace
the Cards.
Using the base on balls
method, the Tigers whipped the
Pirates 11-1. The Orioles beat
the Giants for their first win
9-4. Steele and Hefley collected
two hits apiece for the Birds.
Larry Harris led the Indians
to victory over the Dodgers by
scoring three runs in a 9-6 win.

CH 5-2893

BUY

OF THE
MONTH
MIRRORS

For All Your Needs
Sharp reflections to check
your image from t~p to
toe ... a handsome decoration for your home •.•
makes rooms lighter,
brighter, gayer. And so
easy on your budget!

Shop and Save
at

BEN FRANKLIN'S

Standard Size Doors Only

Your Friendly Variety Store
--·-

Last season Giles was second
in receiving in the AIC, bettered only by Ouachita's tremendous end, Jack Mills. Giles
caught 37 passes for a total of
684 yards and 6 touchdowns last
season.
Southern State is also equipped with a field goal threat in
the person of Rusty Kauffman.
Harding and SSC have met on
the gridiron seven times since
larding resumed intercollegiate
1thletics in 1959. SSC has won
five times; Harding two.

1

Phils, Orioles
Take Early
Softball Lead

~~-.~~:r;,;,-:·;.#!'ii' ~~st Side of Square 2-.u~-

By Doug McBride

Triple Door Mirror .... $14.59
16 x 56 Framed
Door Mirror ......... ... 5.99
16 x 60 Unframed
Door Mirror ............ 6.95

---~-- -

Game goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola gives you that big, bold taste.
Always just right,
never too sweet ..• refreshes best.

AT LOW

LOW

things go

b~Wfth

COST

Coke
-11

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:

Welcome Harding Students

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKAN~AS

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Southwest Corner of Court Square

Come In -We Want to
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Know You

SIGN UP FOR FREE
• Shapley Button Down Tapered Shirt
• Farah Perm-Press Slacks
(HARDING STUDENTS ONLY)
To Be Given Away October 1

Elliott Arnholt's
MEN'S WEAR
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Welcome Back Harding Students and Faculty
from

I

Rand's Poly Clean

Laundry & Dry Cleaners
Check Our Prices, Workmanship and Quality
One Trouser
One Suit
One Skirt
One Dress

.40
.75
.40
.75
Also One Day

We Appreciate Your Business

Two Trousers
Two Suits
Two Skirts
Two Dresses
Shirt Service

.60
1.25
.60
1.25

